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Problem Statement 

Today the most of the restaurants throw away the remaining food after their close. This leads to a lot of food wastage. 
There is no efficient way make use of this food that is wasted. Also all the food would not be donated to the needy as it 
would take effort on the part of the restaurateur and s/he would not get any benefits out of it. So there are very few 
people who would follow such ethical practices in the business. 

I am trying to address the problem of getting this food that is prepared on the same day but in excess amounts to 
customers who need the food. So essentially, it is not leftover food but fresh food that is cooked on the same day. 
Usually, the restaurant shuts the delivery process an hour or so before it closes. I will try to leverage this time between 
the close of delivery and the close of the restaurant to get the food cooked and remaining on that particular day with 
minimal effort on the part of restaurateurs. 

Solution Overview 

My solution to the above stated problem involves three main players: The restaurateur, the customer and a person who 
shall deliver this food to the customer. I have used the medium of a mobile app to coordinate the actions between these 
three players. The three players of Munch&Save act in coordination with each other and the actions of the customers are 
dependent on the actions of the restaurateurs and the people delivering the food, as the restaurateurs dictate what the 
customers can buy and the people delivering it dictate in how much time the person would receive the particular food 
item. 

Final Design 

The mobile app contains three major sections and a fourth section to assess a certain individual’s performance and 
ranking as compared to other people using Munch&Save. The first of the three major sections that I would like to 
explain is the ‘Help Deliver’. People who would volunteer to deliver the food from the restaurateur to the customer will 
use this section. 

The second major section of Munch&Save caters to the needs of the restaurateur; the person who is selling the food. 
This section gives the ability of listing food to be sold to customers.  

Finally the third section is the one that caters to the needs of the people ordering the food or the customers. It 
extrapolates data entered by the people who are going to deliver the food and the people who are selling the food.  

The section, which maintains the score, provides a sense of incentive for people to use Munch&Save. 

Design Flow and Functionality 

Let us consider the three scenarios in consideration to explain the design flow of the system. The main page has the 
main navigation menu, which is accessible from any part of the system (see appendix 1). From the main page suppose 
the user has come to deliver food he clicks of the help deliver tab and s/he gets onto a page where s/he can enter their 
start and end path and get the various pickup points and drop zones based on the path that they are traversing. The can 
choose one or more of the pickup zones and also select the restaurants they want to pick up food from (see appendix 2). 
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 The second scenario is of a person selling the food. This person has to be a restaurateur and hence there is a second 
layer of security asking her/him to enter pin number, which has been given to the restaurateur after verifying her/his 
identity as the owner of restaurant by Munch&Save’s admins. After entering the pin the restaurateur is taken to a page 
that is dedicated to the restaurant. Here the restaurateur can enter the items on the menu that s/he wishes to sell. The 
customers who wish to purchase the food will see this. S/he can also enter the quantity and the rate of each food item 
(see appendix 3). 

The third scenario is that of a person who wants to buy the food. S/He clicks on the order food options. Based on the 
number of restaurateurs who have entered food to be sold in the system, s/he sees a list of restaurants. When he/she 
chooses a restaurant, s/he is now shown a list of food items that are remaining in that particular restaurant. S/he can 
choose what s/he wants to order and also select a pickup zone. This is usually set to the nearest position to the GPS 
coordinates of the person ordering food and can be changed by the person to any point according to the areas serviced 
by the rider who is going to deliver the food (see appendix 4). 

A person who wants to check his score in the system can use it to access how much money s/he has saved, how much 
food that s/he has saved and also their overall ranking and their ranking among their friends to keep the competition 
going (see appendix 5). 

What was left Unimplemented? 

One of the major reasons for concern is the coordination among the three players of the system: the restaurateur, the 
delivery person and the customer. There are possibilities of the delivery person marking a particular pickup zone in the 
map and totally forgetting to pick food from that particular zone. 

The other problem is that there is no way to regulate the food being sold to the customers other than when the delivery 
person crosses the particular pickup zone. Hence again if the person forgets to pick up the delivery, not only would it 
not be delivered to the customer who purchased it but also not be deducted from the system. 

There is no effective way in the system for people to search as per their choice of cuisines as the ETA of the food item 
depends on the restaurant and hence it is necessary to sort all the food items as per the restaurants only. 

Sketching Techniques, approaches and tools used 

As a part of the first phase of the designing process, I sketched various solutions to the design problem. I sketched as 
many as forty different solutions to the problem ranging from delivering the food using public transport system to using 
common storage spaces for the food items. But ultimately I chose the option of crowdsourcing the delivery of the food 
to the customers from the restaurateurs. 

After the sketching phase I drew a concept map that enlisted all the possible entities in the various solutions and how 
they were interrelated to each other. This was followed by the depiction of use of the system using storyboarding 
techniques and scenarios that depict the use of the system. Then came the wire-framing stage, where I finally decided 
that it had to be a mobile app since there were users who would be using the system on the go. Also it gave me a brief 
idea of how the system would look like and cater to the needs of the people. Then I drew a paper prototype and tested it 
with people so as to flush out any bugs that might be present in the working of the app. I tested it with a couple of 
classmates and also some other people who would be likely users of Munch&Save.. Lastly I built the digital prototype 
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and I ran a heuristic Evaluation on it. I did try to cover almost all the interactions of the user with the system. I also 
tested the application with different kinds of people including restaurateurs. 

The tools that I used in the entire design phase include paper, pen, whiteboard, dry-erase markers, crayons, x-acto knives, 
Adobe Illustrator to build the wireframe and finally Adobe Fireworks to build the final prototype. 

The biggest problem that I faced using Fireworks as a prototyping tools was to have text entry boxes. It was a limitation 
of Fireworks. I would have had to hardcode it into the system and since there was a time crunch and a steep learning 
curve for Fireworks I could not do it. I had to use links to other pages with prepopulated text fields to give an 
experience of filling a form a text entry box in the application.  

Design Evolution 

My design evolved time and again as I went from the sketches to the final product. One of the more significant changes 
in the design phase came after the first trial of the paper prototype where I had to add a level of security for restaurant 
owners. 

Also the paper prototype helped me define the size of the tabs which were then completely eradicated in the final digital 
prototype as I introduced a separate navigation page as the users were getting confused with too much information on 
each page in front of them and also to introduce enough amount of free space for the user to have distinction between 
different elements of the system. 

Also at the advent I had ideas of sorting the food according to cuisine as well, which were discarded while I was making 
the final prototype. This was done so as to eradicate the complexities involved in sorting food items as per cuisine as the 
ETA were only related to the particular restaurants and it would be further complicated to depict different timings on 
the same page. 

Firstly, I interviewed a couple of people from Food Gatherers which helped me understand the gravity of the problem 
and also the sphere in which I should work in and not venture in to catering into large NGOs which these organizations 
are already doing. 

One of the major takeaways was the change I made after testing my paper prototype with the users. Even though it was 
no way near in terms of visual appeal as far as the final project is concerned, it helped me define certain rules that had to 
be introduced and some constraints of my system as well. This clearly defined the scope of my app. 

Also things like the concept map helped me link important elements in my design and get an idea as to how each 
element would interact with the other and whether that particular element is necessary in the system. 

One reading that I really related to and was even reflecting in the evolution of my design was, Design Criticism and 
Creative Process by Cassie McDaniel as at every step in my design process I was testing prototypes, right from the paper 
prototype to other wireframes and finally the digital prototype with people to understand the complexities it posed and 
also to understand how users perceived the system. The feedback and the criticism helped the me to rectify errors and 
better my design. 
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Appendix 

• Appendix 1: Main Navigation 

 
• Appendix 2: Help Deliver Page 
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• Appendix 3: Sell Food Page 

 
• Appendix 4: Order Food Page 
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• Appendix 5: Score Page 
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• Appendix 6:  Concept Map 
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• Appendix 7: Low-fi paper wireframe 
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• Appendix 8: Storyboards 

 
 
 

 


